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Write the number of your group on your exam sheet. This exam is composed of 4 independent exercises.

Each function must be written in Python, you should give the utilization constraints for each function/procedure,

but the complete documentation and the doctests are not asked.

Exercice 1 Code understanding

For each of the following instructions or sequences of instructions, write what will be displayed on the screen,

or write �error� if you think that it gives an error (explain the reason for this error).

1. print(5//2*2)

2. a = "1"

print(a*3)

3. print("5' + '7")

4. print(11--11)

5. x = 1

y = x

y = y + 1

print(x)

6. print(len("PV") > 2)

7. z = 0

print(z > 0 and z != 1)

8. u = 13

print(u = 0 or u = 1)

9. test = 0

if test >= 0:

test = test - 2

elif test < 0:

test = test + 3

print(test)

10. a = 1

b = 3

print((a+b)**2 == a**2 + 2ab + b**2)

Exercice 2 Bank loan

The following formula calculates the amount of the monthly payments of a loan for an initial capital called

capital, an annual rate yearRate, for a duration of nbYear.

monthRate = (1 + yearRate)
1/12 − 1

monthPayment =
capital ×monthRate

1− 1
(1+monthRate)12nbY ear

Question 1 De�ne a function monthPayment that takes as parameters the initial capital, the annual rate and
the duration of the loan in years and that returns the amount of the monthly payments, calculated with the given
formulas.

>>> monthPayment(100000, 0.05, 15)

785.0208106398184

>>> monthPayment(200000, 0.013, 20)

946.1066140146805

A loan is accepted if few conditions are respected. It is considered that the expenses represent 30% of

the salary, so that the income remaining once the expenses and monthly payments of the loan are paid is

calculated using the following formula :

remainIncome = salary − salary × 0.3−monthlyPayment
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The debt ratio is obtained using the following formula :

debtRatio =
monthlyPayment

salary

A loan is accepted if :

� the debt ratio est strictly less than 33%, unless the remaining income is less than 600 euros

� the debt ratio is between 33% and 40% and the remaining income is above 1500 euros

It is refused in all other cases.

Question 2 De�ne a function acceptLoan that takes as parameters the amounts of a monthly payment and of
a monthly salary and that returns True if the loan is accepted and False otherwise.

>>> acceptLoan(300.0, 1498.0)

True

>>> acceptLoan(600.0, 1498.0)

False

>>> acceptLoan(1546.80, 4141)

False

>>> acceptLoan(2300, 6000)

True

Question 3 De�ne the procedure bankerAnswer that takes as parameters the initial capital, the annual rate, the
duration of the loan in years and the salary and that displays on the screen :
A monthly payment of <monthlyPayment> is <decision> according to your salary

where <monthlyPayment> will be replaced by the monthly payment and <decision> will be replaced by accepted

or refused according to the fact that the monthly payments respect the acceptation conditions of the loan or not.
You will use the functions de�ned in the questions 1 and 2 of this exercise.

>>> bankerAnswer(150000, 0.05, 15, 1498)

A monthly payment of 1177.5312159597277 is refused according to your salary

>>> bankerAnswer(150000, 0.05, 15, 4141)

A monthly payment of 1177.5312159597277 is accepted according to your salary

Exercice 3 Dynasties

According to Wikipedia from 481 to 1792 several royal dynasties ruled in France :

� from 481 to 751 : the Merovingian,

� from 751 to 987 : the Carolingian,

� from 987 to 1792 : the Capetian.

As the monarchs don't died a 31th of December or are not crowned the 1rst of January, the years 751 and

987 have two dynasties.

Question 1 De�ne a function dynasty having the following documentation :

"""

Function that returns the name(s) of the dynasties that ruled the given year

:param year:(int) the year

:return: (str) the name(s) of the dynasties that ruled this given year

:CU: 481 <= year <= 1792

:Examples:

>>> dynasty(750)

'Merovingian'

>>> dynasty(751)

'Merovingian or Carolingian'

>>> dynasty(752)

'Carolingian'

>>> dynasty(987)

'Carolingian or Capetian'

>>> dynasty(988)

'Capetian'

"""
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We remind that the function randint from the module random choose a pseudo-random integer between

two integers given as parameters (these numbers are included).

Question 2 De�ne a fonction display_dynasty that chooses a random integer in the interval [481, 1792] and
that returns the following string :
The <name(s)_of the_dynasties> has ruled in <year>

where <name(s)_of the_dynasties> is replaced by the names of the dynasties of the year <year> (as in the
following examples).

>>> display_dynasty()

'The Capetian has ruled in 1082'

>>> display_dynasty()

'The Carolingian has ruled in 921'

Exercice 4 Mystery

Here is some Python code :

def mystery(n):

if n == 0 or n == 2 or n == 3:

print('oooo')

elif n == 1:

print(' o')

if 1 <= n and n <= 3:

print(' o')

elif n == 0:

print('o o')

if n > 1 and n < 4:

print('oooo')

elif n ==1:

print(' o')

elif n == 0:

print('o o')

if n == 2:

print('o ')

elif n == 1 or n == 3:

print(' o')

elif n == 0:

print('o o')

else:

print('...')

if n == 0 or n == 2 or n == 3:

print('oooo')

elif n == 1:

print(' o')

Question 1 Write all the lines displayed by each of the following 5 instructions :

mystery(0)

mystery(1)

mystery(2)

mystery(3)

mystery(4)
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